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The time operator, an operator which satises the canonical commutation
relation with the Hamiltonian, is investigated, on the basis of a certain alge-
braic relation for a pair of operators T and H , where T is symmetric and H
self-adjoint. This relation is equivalent to the Weyl relation, in the case of
self-adjoint T , and is satised by the Aharonov-Bohm time operator T0 and
the free Hamiltonian H0 for the one-dimensional free-particle system. In order
to see the qualitative properties of T0, the operators T and H satisfying this
algebraic relation are examined. In particular, it is shown that the standard
deviation of T is directly connected to the survival probability, and H has no
point spectrum. Hence, it is concluded that the existence of the operator T
implies the existence of scattering states. It is also shown that the minimum
uncertainty states do not exist. Other examples of these operators T and H ,
than the one-dimensional free-particle system, are demonstrated.
I. INTRODUCTION
The concept of the time operator is strongly connected with the time-energy uncertainty
relation. The time operator, denoted by T , is usually dened to satisfy the canonical com-
mutation relation (CCR) [1] with the Hamiltonian H : [T,H ] = i (see [2] and the references
therein). If such an operator were dened consistently on the Hilbert space corresponding
to a certain quantum system, then the time-energy uncertainty relation could be automati-
cally reduced from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, as in the case between the position and
momentum operators on L2(R1). For instance, if we take the operator T0 suggested by
Aharonov and Bohm [3], as a time operator for the one-dimensional free-particle system
(1DFPS), we formally have [T0, H0] = i and derive the uncertainty relation between T0 and








where Q and P are the position and momentum operators on L2(R1) (more precise denition
is given in Sec. III). T0 is often called the Aharonov-Bohm time operator. It is, however, not
clear whether the inverse P−1 could be well-dened. We should also remember the criticism
posed by Pauli [4], although it is not rigorous, that the time operator can not necessarily be
dened for all quantum systems without contradiction. Furthermore the physical meaning
of the time operator, if any, still remains unclear.
We shall base our discussion on the axiomatic quantum mechanics. Then it is possible
to comment on the above diculties from the axiomatic points of view. We rst see that
the inverse P−1 is a well-dened self-adjoint operator on L2(R1) (more details are given in
Sec. III). Observe that in Pauli’s criticism, it is implicitly assumed that if there exists a
self-adjoint operator T which satises the CCR with the Hamiltonian H for some system,
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THψ −HTψ = iψ, 8ψ 2 Dom(TH) \Dom(HT ), (2)
one would be able to derive the following relation
HeiTψ = eiT (H + )ψ, 8ψ 2 Dom(H), 8 2 R1. (3)
We have to be careful, however, about this kind of logic, since it is not generally true whereas
its converse is true. For example, consider a pair of operators, the position and momentum
operators on L2([0, 1]), Q and P , for the above T and H , respectively [5]. They satisfy
Eq. (2) but Eq. (3) is satised only for the particular values  = 2pin, n 2 Z, since, in
order that P be self-adjoint, the domain Dom(P ) has to be supplemented with a boundary
condition ψ(0) = θψ(1) with a xed θ 2 C, jθj = 1, 8ψ 2 Dom(P ). Furthermore, there
is no a priori reason why we have to consider the time operator an observable, that is, a
self-adjoint operator: we don’t have any interpretation of the time operator as an observable.
In this paper, we shall require the time operator be symmetric, satisfying Eq. (2) with the
Hamiltonian, but not necessarily be self-adjoint.
The investigation of the time operator is important to understanding the time-energy
uncertainty relation, and may have a signicance for the analysis of the dynamics of quantum
systems. A reason for the latter is that the time operator is directly connected to the
Hamiltonian through the CCR, and this is algebraically so strong relation between operators
as to prescribe qualitative aspects of their spectra [6], we can expect that the time operator
brings us information about qualitative aspects of the time evolution of quantum systems.
Hence, our purposes here are to examine for which quantum systems such a symmetric
time operator is allowed to exist consistently, to disclose its relevance to the dynamics of
the quantum system under consideration, and to clarify the physical meaning of the time
operator by classifying such systems.
We rst introduce a notion of the ‘T -weak’ Weyl relation between a pair of operators on
the Hilbert space.
Definition 1.1 (T -weak Weyl relation) : Let H be a Hilbert space, T be a symmetric
operator on H, and H be a self-adjoint operator on H. If, for any ψ 2 Dom(T ) and for any
t 2 R1, the relations e−itHψ 2 Dom(T ) and
Te−itHψ = e−itH(T + t)ψ (4)
hold, then a pair of operators T and H is said to satisfy the T -weak Weyl relation (T -weak
WR), or T (H) is said to satisfy the T -weak WR with H (T ).
One can nd, from the above denition, that Dom(Te−itH) = Dom(T ), 8t 2 R1. Thus the
T -weak WR are represented merely by
Te−itH = e−itH(T + t), 8t 2 R1. (5)
It is seen that the time operator T0, in Eq. (1), is a symmetric operator on L2(R1) and
satises the T0-weak WR with H0 (see Sec. III). Thus in order to understand the qualitative
properties of T0, we have examine the T -weak WR and the operators T and H satisfying this
relation, by paying a particular attention to their spectra and to the uncertainty relation
between them. This approach to the operator T0 is possible to be a complement to other
analytic approaches [2], [7]. We have obtained the fact that the time operator is deeply
connected to the survival probability. Indeed, if a pair of operators T and H satises the
T -weak WR, the following inequality
4 (T )2ψ kψk2
t2
 〈ψ, e−itHψ2 (6)
holds for every ψ 2 Dom(T ) and for every t 2 R1nf0g, where (T )ψ is the standard
deviation of T with respect to ψ, and
〈ψ, e−itHψ2 is the survival probability of ψ at time
2
t. This is shown in Theorem 4.1. As an application of this inequality, we have derived
Theorem 4.3 which states that H has no point spectrum. This means that the existence of
the time operator, which satises the T -weak WR with the Hamiltonian for some system,
infers the existence of scattering states for the system. Also, in Theorem 5.1, the absence
of minimum-uncertainty states, for the uncertainty relation between T and H , is proved,
under some condition satised by the operators T0 and H0.
In Sec. II, the connection among the CCR, Weyl relation, and T -weak WR is mentioned.
Section III is devoted to the brief study of the Aharonov-Bohm time operator in Eq. (1),
to see a sign of the deep connection between the operator T and the survival probability,
followed by several statements in Sec. IV. They include the inequality (6) and the spectral
properties of both T and H , e.g. Theorem 4.3. Theorem 5.1 is proved in Sec. V. Further
discussion about the time operator is developed in Sec. VI, on the basis of the results of the
preceding sections and of the theory of Schro¨dinger operators. We mention other quantum
systems than the 1DFPS for which an operator T exists, to satisfy the T -weak WR with
the Hamiltonian. In fact, for a certain class of quantum systems, time operators are easily
constructed by unitary transformations of T0. Concluding remarks are given in Sec. VII.
II. THE CANONICAL COMMUTATION RELATION, WEYL RELATION, AND
T -WEAK WEYL RELATION
The T -weak WR in Eq. (4) or (5) is characterized more clearly, in the Heisenberg picture.
The T -weak WR is represented, in an alternative form, as
Tt = T + tI, 8t 2 R1, (7)
where Tt := eitHTe−itH . It is now clear that T , which satises the T -weak WR with H , is
shifted proportionally to the time parameter t in the Heisenberg picture. This fact bring us
an image of time for T . We also see, from this form, that T is necessarily unbounded. It is,
however, noted that in our investigation the T -weak WR in Eq. (5) is more convenient than
in Eq. (7). The connection among the Weyl relation (WR) [1], the CCR and the T -weak
WR is very important, when one considers whether a symmetric operator T , satisfying the
T -weak WR with the Hamiltonian for some system, is the time operator. Recall that the
latter is dened as a symmetric operator satisfying the CCR with the same Hamiltonian as
in Eq. (2). In this respect, we put forward the next proposition.
Proposition 2.1 : Let H be a Hilbert space, T be a closed symmetric operator on H, and
H be a self-adjoint operator on H. If a pair of operators T and H satisfies the T -weak WR,
then there is a dense subspace D  H such that
(i) D  Dom(TH) \Dom(HT ),
(ii) H : D ! D,
(iii) The CCR holds in the meaning of that TH −HT = i on Dom(TH) \Dom(HT ).
Moreover, if T is self-adjoint, then the operators T and H satisfy the WR,
e−isT e−itH = e−iste−itHe−isT , 8s, 8t 2 R1. (8)
The above (i), (ii), and (iii) are proved in the same manner as in the proof [8], by noting
the strong continuity of Te−itHψ, 8ψ 2 Dom(T ), by virtue of the T -weak WR, and the
closedness of T , and also by considering the linear hull of the following subset of H, as a










where the integral is dened by Riemann’s sense and thus a strong limit. The last part of
the proposition is proved as follows. In the case of T being self-adjoint, we see, from the















(λ+ t)d hφ, F (λ)ψi =
Z
R1
λd hφ, Ft(λ)ψi ,
where fF (B) j B 2 B1g is the spectral measure of T , B1 is the σ-eld which is generated by
all open sets of R1, and Ft(B) := F (fλ − t j λ 2 Bg). From the uniqueness of the spectral
resolution, this means that eitHF (B)e−itH = Ft(B), for all t 2 R1. Then it follows that


















e−is(λ+t)d hψ, F (λ)ψi = 〈ψ, e−iste−isTψ .
By using the polarization identity, we can obtain the WR (8). According to von Neumann’s
uniqueness theorem, with respect to the solution of the WR [1], we had better to dene
T , which appears in the T -weak WR, as a symmetric operator, to allow the operator H
(corresponding to the Hamiltonian) to be bounded from below. We note here that if a
symmetric operator T satises the T -weak WR with some self-adjoint operator H , then the
closure of T , denoted by T , also satises the T -weak WR with the same H . This is easily
veried by usual calculation. It is guaranteed, from this proposition, that a symmetric
operator T , satisfying the T -weak WR with the Hamiltonian for some system, is the time
operator, and thus it is signicant to examine the T -weak WR in the general analysis of the
time operator. As a summary, we remark again that the following relations,
WR ) T -weak WR ) CCR
hold, in the sense of Proposition 2.1, even though, in general the converses do not hold, as
is already mentioned in Sec. I.
III. THE AHARONOV-BOHM TIME OPERATOR T0








is dened in its domain Dom(T0) := Dom(QP−1)\Dom(P−1Q), where P is the momentum
operator on L2(R1) for the 1DFPS, and P−1 its inverse. In the axiomatic quantum me-
chanics, P is dened as P := −iDx, where Dx is a dierential operator on L2(R1), and its
domain consists of absolutely continuous and square integrable functions on R1 such that
their derivatives are also included in L2(R1). The free Hamiltonian H0 for this system is
H0 := P 2/2. The position operator Q on L2(R1) is dened as an operator of multiplication




jxψ(x)j2 dx is nite. It is noted that in the denition of T0, P−1 is well
dened and becomes a self-adjoint operator on L2(R1). This is because, for any self-adjoint
operator A, if its inverse A−1 exists, A−1 should be self-adjoint [9]. In our case, P−1 exists
since P is an injection, i.e., fψ 2 Dom(P ) j Pψ = 0g = f0g.
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 M1/kψ 2 Dom(Dk)}
\ψ 2 Dom(Dk)  Dkψ 2 Dom(M1/k)} ,
where F is the Fourier transformation from L2(R1) onto L2(R1k), and the use has been
made of the relations FQF−1 = iDk, FPF−1 = Mk, and FP−1F−1 = M1/k. At rst sight,
Dom(T0) seems to be rather restricted, because of the existence of P−1 in the denition of
T0. The following simple example [2] may be considered to support this anticipation.
Example 1 : Let us consider the functions φn(k) := knNne−a0k
2 2 L2(R1k), where n 2 Z,
n  0, a0 > 0 and Nn is a normalization factor. We see that for any integer n  2,










In the case of n = 0, 1, however, the right-hand side of the above equation is formally not
square integrable, and thus φ0, φ1 /2 Dom(FT0F−1).
Notice that in spite of this example, Dom(T0) is dense in L2(R1). This can be seen from




ψ 2 C10 (R1k)
 supp ψ  R1knf0g} , (10)
where supp ψ denotes the support of ψ, i.e. the closure of fk 2 R1k j ψ(k) 6= 0g. Therefore












where we have used the fact that Q = Q and (P−1) = P−1. T0 and H0 satisfy the T0-weak
WR,
T0e
−itH0ψ = e−itH0(T0 + t)ψ, (11)
8ψ 2 Dom(T0) and 8t 2 C (Im t  0), which is easily shown in the momentum representa-
tion, as in Eq. (9). It is seen that T0 is not self-adjoint. Because, if it was so, T0 and H0
would have to satisfy the WR from Proposition 2.1. The latter is however in contradiction
to the nonnegativity H  0.
Consider the subspace Ci in Eq. (10). It is easily seen that F−1Ci is an invariant subspace
of T0, that is, FT0F−1 : Ci ! Ci. Thus FT0F−1 can act any times on Ci. In the position
representation, this property is described as T0 : F−1Ci ! F−1Ci where F−1Ci := fψ 2
L2(R1) j ψ = F−1η, η 2 Cig. Ci may be regarded as an important subspace which determines
the property of T0. Indeed, using the T0-weak WR in Eq. (11), we can obtain the following
statement:










 = 0 .




, is a rapidly decreasing function of t 2 R1.
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Proof : Let ψ, φ 2 F−1Ci. Since F−1Ci is an invariant subspace of T0, thus T0φ, T0ψ 2











− t 〈φ, e−itH0ψ , (12)
where h, i denotes the inner product in L2(R1). Note that 8ψ 2 L2(R1),















= 0. In order to show that for any integer n  2 and for any




= 0, we observe that T k0 : F
−1Ci ! F−1Ci, and that
the following relations similar to Eq. (12) hold for every n 2 N:
〈














T n+1−k0 φ, e
−itH0ψ











is innitely dierentiable on R1, it is sucient to use the fact that
8ψ 2 F−1Ci, e−itH0ψ is innitely and strongly dierentiable on R1, and F−1Ci is also an
invariant subspace of H0, that is, H0 : F−1Ci ! F−1Ci. 2




converges to 0 as t! 1, rapidly than any inverse-
power of t. This fact is not trivial and is seen from the next example.
Example 2 : Dene the survival probability of ψ as a function of t 2 R1, i.e. Pψ(t) :=〈ψ, e−itH0ψ2, where ψ is an arbitrary element in L2(R1k). Then, for a particular φn, n  2
in Example 1, Pφn(t) =
(
1 + t2/16a20
−n−1/2 and this converges to 0 as t! 1 as, at most,
a power function of t.
From the above statement and example, we may expect that there is a connection between
T0 and the survival probability. This expectation is also inspired from the works done by
Bhattacharyya [12].
IV. CONNECTION BETWEEN THE TIME OPERATOR AND THE SURVIVAL
PROBABILITY
If we assume the existence of a symmetric operator T which satises the T -weak WR with
the Hamiltonian for some system, i.e. the time operator, several statements are derived, in a
rigorous form, which concern to the connection between the time operator and the survival
probability. Before deriving these statements, we introduce a few denitions. Let T be a
symmetric operator on the Hilbert space H and dene
hT iψ := hψ, Tψi , (T )ψ :=
∥∥∥T − hT iψ

ψ
∥∥∥ , 8ψ 2 Dom(T ), (13)
where h, i denotes the inner product in H, and k  k the norm in H, dened by this inner
product. hT iψ and (T )ψ are respectively called the expectation and standard deviation of
T with respect to the state ψ.
Theorem 4.1 : Let T be a symmetric operator on H, and H be a self-adjoint operator
on H. Then if a pair of operators T and H satisfies the T -weak WR, the inequality (6)
holds.
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/2 and sin(tH) :=(
eitH − e−itH /2i. Then, from the T -wea WR in Eq. (5), we can obtain two commutation
relations
[T, cos(tH)] = −it sin(tH), [T, sin(tH)] = it cos(tH). (14)
From the above commutation relations, we can derive the uncertainty relations. From the
rst relation in Eq. (14), we have that
(T )2ψ k cos(tH)ψk2 
1
4
jhψ, [T, cos(tH)]ψij2 = t
2
4
Im 〈ψ, e−itHψ2 ,
8ψ 2 Dom(T ), 8t 2 R1. Similarly, the second relation in Eq. (14) gives us an inequality
(T )2ψ k sin(tH)ψk2 
t2
4
Re 〈ψ, e−itHψ2 , 8ψ 2 Dom(T ), 8t 2 R1.
Adding these inequalities together, and taking into account of the relation k cos(tH)ψk2 +
k sin(tH)ψk2 = kψk2, the inequality (6) can be obtained. 2
A corollary follows from the inequality (6).
Corollary 4.2 : Let T be a symmetric operator on H, and H be a self-adjoint operator on
H. Then if a pair of operators T and H satisfies the T -weak WR, T has no point spectrum.
Proof : Suppose that there existed an eigenvector ψ0 2 Dom(T ) belonging to an eigenvalue
λ 2 R1 of T , that is, Tψ0 = λψ0 and kψ0k = 1. Then we see that (T )ψ0 = 0, from the de-





= 0, 8t 2 R1nf0g. Since






and this is in contradiction to the premise. Thus T has no point spectrum. 2
Theorem 4.1 may imply that if there exists a time operator satisfying the T -weak
WR with the Hamiltonian for some system, \almost all" states in this system are scat-
tering states. Indeed, when such a time operator exists, the Theorem forces the sur-
vival probability to decay, and the decay occurs, at least, to any ψ in a dense domain
Dom(T ). On the other hand, for a bound state (if exists), its survival probability be-
haves quasi-periodically and can not decay. This expectation is justied in the sense
of the following Theorem 4.3. For later convenience, we here introduce the three sub-
spaces of H, with respect to the self-adjoint operator H , that is, Hpp(H) := fψ 2
H j kE()ψk2 is pure point g, Hac(H) := fψ 2 H j kE()ψk2 is absolutely continuous g,
and Hsing(H) := fψ 2 H j kE()ψk2 is continuous singularg [13], where fE(B) j B 2 B1g is
the spectral measure of H .
Theorem 4.3 : Let T be a symmetric operator on H, and H be a self-adjoint operator
on H. If a pair of operators T and H satisfies the T -weak WR, then Hpp(H) = f0g. Thus
H has no point spectrum.
Proof : Let us dene the subspace Hc(H) of H, as Hc(H) := Hac(H)Hsing(H). Then H
is orthogonally decomposed as H = Hpp(H)Hc(H). Corresponding to this decomposition,
any ψ 2 H is uniquely decomposed as ψ = ψpp + ψc, where ψpp 2 Hpp(H) and ψc 2
Hc(H). We introduce the orthogonal projections Ppp and Pc, associated with Hpp(H) and













, by virtue of HPpp  PppH and HPc  PcH , and therefore
the following inequality
〈ψpp, e−itHψpp2 = 〈ψ, e−itHψ− 〈ψc, e−itHψc2
 2
〈ψ, e−itHψ2 + 〈ψc, e−itHψc2

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is derived. Let us now consider a particular ψ 2 Dom(T ). From the condition in this
Theorem, the inequality (6) holds for this ψ and for all t 2 R1nf0g. We dene a continuous




1, t 2 (−2 (T )ψ kψk, 2 (T )ψ kψk),
2 (T )ψ kψk
jtj , t 2 R
1n(−2 (T )ψ kψk, 2 (T )ψ kψk)
.
Then it follows that 8t 2 R1nf0g, 〈ψ, e−itHψ  G(t), and thus






Let us integrate both sides of this inequality on [0, T ] (T > 0) and divide them by T . First,







G(t)2dt = 0 .
Notice that kE()ψck2 is nite and continuous, that is, kE(R1)ψck = kψck < 1 and
kE(A)ψck2 = 0 for any countable set A 2 B1, since ψc 2 Hc(H). By using Wiener’s















〈ψpp, e−itHψpp2 dt = 0 .



















where A is an arbitrary countable set in B1. Thus ψpp has to belong to Hc(H), and this
means that Pppψ = ψpp = 0 for this ψ. Since ψ is arbitrary as long as being in Dom(T ),
and Dom(T ) is dense in H, we have Ppp = 0. This concludes that Hpp(H) = f0g. 2
We have the following corollary, which is related to the comment mentioned just before
the above theorem.
Corollary 4.4 : Let H be a self-adjoint operator on H, such that it has a non-empty point
spectrum. Then there exists no symmetric operator T which satisfies the T -weak WR with
H .
V. ABSENCE OF MINIMUM-UNCERTAINTY STATES
When a pair of operators T and H satises the T -weak WR, the following uncertainty
relation between them
8
(T )ψ (H)ψ 
1
2
, 8ψ 2 Dom(TH) \Dom(HT ) (kψk = 1) (15)
is automatically derived, from the CCR between T and H , the validity of which follows from
Proposition 2.1 (a more detailed explanation will be given in the proof of Theorem 5.1). For
operatorsQ and P in Sec. III, it is well known that there is a state ψ 2 Dom(QP )\Dom(PQ)
(kψk = 1), which minimizes the uncertainty, that is, a Gaussian packet. The following
statement, on the contrary, shows that, under some additional conditions, there is no state
ψ 2 Dom(TH) \Dom(HT ) (kψk = 1) which satises the equality in Eq. (15).
Theorem 5.1 : Let T be a symmetric operator on H, H be a self-adjoint operator on
H, and these operators satisfy the T -weak WR. Then if H is non negative and if the T -weak
WR is analytically continued for all t 2 C ( Im t  0), the equality in Eq. (15) can never
be satisfied by any ψ 2 Dom(TH) \Dom(HT ) (kψk = 1).
In order to prove this theorem, let us rst consider two lemmas.
Lemma 5.2 : Let T and H be symmetric operators on H, and they satisfy the CCR
TH − HT = i, on a subspace of Dom(TH) \ Dom(HT ), denoted by D. Then neither
eigenvector of T nor that of H belongs to D.
Proof : Assume that an eigenvector of T , ψλ 6= 0, belonging to an eigenvalue λ exists
in D. Then Tψλ = λψλ, and thus we have hψλ, (TH −HT )ψλi = 0. On the other hand,
the condition in this lemma requires that hψλ, (TH −HT )ψλi = ikψλk2 6= 0. Thus the
subspace D contains no eigenvector of T . The rest of the proof for H can be done, as in the
same way for T . 2
Lemma 5.3 : Let T and H be symmetric operators on H, and them satisfy the CCR
TH − HT = i, on a subspace of Dom(TH) \ Dom(HT ), denoted by D. If a state η 2 D
(kηk = 1) and a pair of complex numbers a, b 2 C, satisfying the following two equalities
(T + aH + b)η = 0, (16)
hTη,Hηi+ hHη, Tηi − 2 hT iη hHiη = 0, (17)
exist, then Re a = 0 and Im a > 0.
Proof : Let η be a state which satises the conditions in this lemma. Then we have that
hTη,Hηi+ hHη, Tηi = hη, (HT + i)ηi+ hHη, Tηi = i− 2akHηk2 − 2b hη,Hηi .
From Eq. (16), we also have that
2 hT iη hHiη = −2 hη, (aH + b)ηi hη,Hηi = −2a hη,Hηi2 − 2b hη,Hηi .
Therefore the condition Eq. (17) leads us to the relation
i− 2akHηk2 = −2a hη,Hηi2 . (18)
Let us consider the real and imaginary parts of the above equality, separately. It follows, from
the real part (Re a)kHηk2 = (Re a) hη,Hηi2, that Re a = 0. This is because if Re a 6= 0,
then kHηk2 − hη,Hηi2 = 0 and this means that η is an eigenvector of H , belonging to
the eigenvalue hη,Hηi, in spite of the premise η 2 D (kηk = 1). This is in contradiction to
Lemma 5.2. It is also seen, from the imaginary part, 1−2(Im a)kHηk2 = −2(Im a) hη,Hηi2,
that Im a > 0. 2
Proof of Theorem 5.1 : Let ψ 2 Dom(TH) \ Dom(HT ) and kψk = 1. Since the T -weak
WR holds for T and H , the CCR in Eq. (2) follows. Then the uncertainty relation between
T and H , in Eq. (15), is derived as
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(T )ψ (H)ψ = k(T − hT iψ)ψkk(H − hHiψ)ψk

D(T − hT iψ)ψ, (H − hHiψ)ψ
E






jhTψ,Hψi − hHψ, Tψij = 1
2
.
In the second line, which is nothing but the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the equality holds
if and only if there exists a complex number α 2 C, satisfying
(T − hT iψ)ψ + α(H − hHiψ)ψ = 0.
In the third line, the equality holds if and only if
Re
D
(T − hT iψ)ψ, (H − hHiψ)ψ
E
= hTψ,Hψi+ hHψ, Tψi − 2 hT iψ hHiψ = 0.
In order to show that no ψ 2 Dom(TH) \ Dom(HT ) (kψk = 1) can satisfy the equality in
the uncertainty relation between T and H , in Eq. (15), it is sucient to see that, above
two conditions can not be satised simultaneously, for any ψ 2 Dom(TH) \ Dom(HT )
(kψk = 1) and for any α 2 C. Observe that these conditions take just the same form as the
two equalities (16) and (17) in Lemma 5.3.
Let us now assume that there exist such a state η 2 Dom(TH) \ Dom(HT ) (kηk = 1),
and a pair of complex numbers a, b 2 C, that satisfy both of Eqs. (16) and (17), and derive a
contradiction. Lemma 5.3 implies that the parameter a is pure imaginary and is expressed as
a = iq, q > 0, to lead Tη+ iqHη+ bη = 0. Then we must have that −q hη,Hηi = Im b  0,
because hη, T ηi 2 R1 and H  0, (see the conditions of Theorem 5.1). It is also noted that
e−itH is bounded and e−itHH  He−itH , for all t 2 C (Im t  0). Then it follows that
Te−itHη = e−itH(Tη + tη) = (−iqH − b + t)e−itHη. Since Im b  0 and Im t  0, we can
put t = b and obtain Te−ibHη = −iqHe−ibHη. It is here noted that e−ibHη 6= 0, because

















where fE(B) j B 2 B1g is the specral measure of H , N is an arbitrary natural number, and
we have used the fact that the spectrum of H should be included in [0,1), because H  0.




which contradicts kηk = 1. By taking the inner products between e−ibHη and each side of




= −iq 〈e−ibHη,He−ibHη .
Notice that the both sides of this equality have to vanish. Since q > 0 and e−ibHη 6= 0, we









H1/2 is a self-adjoint operator, satisfying H = H1/2H1/2 and H1/2  0. Thus He−ibHη = 0.
It is also seen that e−ibHη 2 Dom(TH) \ Dom(HT ), because η 2 Dom(TH) \ Dom(HT ).
These facts are in contradiction to Lemma 5.2. Therefore, the equations (16) and (17)
in Lemma 5.3 can not be satised simultaneously. This means that the equality, in the
uncertainty relation between T and H in Eq. (15), never holds under the condition of
Theorem 5.1. 2
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VI. CONSTRUCTION OF THE TIME OPERATORS FOR GENERAL QUANTUM
SYSTEMS
We rst summarize the several results so far obtained about the time operator T0 in Eq.
(1) for the 1DFPS.
Example 3 : T0 satises the T0-weak WR with H0, as is seen in Eq. (11). Then we have
the following properties about T0.
(i) The inequality (6) between (T0)ψ and the survival probability of ψ holds for all
ψ 2 Dom(T0) (Theorem 4.1).
(ii) T0 has no point spectrum (Corollary 4.2).
(iii) The uncertainty relation (15) between T0 and H0 holds on Dom(T0H0) \ Dom(H0T0)
(Proposition 2.1), although there exists no state in Dom(T0H0)\Dom(H0T0), which satises
equality in the uncertainty relation between T0 and H0 (Theorem 5.1).
It is seen, from the above (i), that the Gaussian packet Fφ0 in Example 1 is not included
in Dom(T0). Because, for large jtj, the survival probability of the Gaussian packet for the
1DFPS decays with an inverse-power law jtj−1, and this is in contradiction to the behavior
of the survival probability predicted by the inequality (6). It is, however, noticed that this
kind of estimation about the domain Dom(T0) is valid for one dimensional case. Because, as
the dimension becomes higher, the survival probability decays faster, in general than jtj−2.
We also obtain, from the inequality (6) for T0 and H0, that
2
p
2 (T0)ψ  τh(ψ), (19)
where τh(ψ) is dened as τh(ψ) := sup
n
t  0
 〈ψ, e−itH0ψ2 = 1/2o, 8ψ 2 Dom(T0)
(kψk = 1). This relation is important, to give the direct connection between (T0)ψ and
the measurable quantity τh(ψ), although we don’t know whether T0 itself is an observable.
In order to see the existence of the other quantum systems, than the 1DFPS, for which
a time operator exists, let us recall the results obtained by Putnam, in the theory of
Schro¨dinger operators [15]. According to this theorem, if a potential V (x) is a real-valued
measurable function on R1 satisfying 0  V (x)  const, a.e. and V (x) 2 L1(R1), then
H0 and H1 := H0 + V (x) dened on L2(R1) are absolutely continuous, and furthermore
the wave operators U := s- limt!1 eitH1e−itH0 exist and are unitary operators satisfy-
ing H1 = UH0U. For our purpose, we rst dene the operators T1, := UT0U

 on
L2(R1), where U are the wave operators dened in this Putnam’s theorem. Then T1, are
symmetric and satisfy the T1,-weak WR with H1, i.e.
T1,e−itH1 = e−itH1 (T1, + t) ,
which are nothing but the unitary transformations of Eq. (11). These operators T1, are
the time operators we have sought for other quantum systems than the 1DFPS, and they
satisfy all the properties, described in Example 3, with this H1.
For a quantum system which allows bound states, we can also construct a time operator
satisfying the T -weak WR with the Hamiltonian H , by restricting it to act on the set of
scattering states. The latters are usually identied with the subspace Hac(H) of the Hilbert
space H under consideration. Because, in this case, the wave operator (if exits) is not a
unitary operator on H in general, that is, the range Ran(U) becomes a proper subspace
of H. In fact, according to Kuroda [16], if the potential V (x) is a real-valued measurable
function on R1 satisfying V (x) 2 L1(Rn) \ L2(Rn), n  3, and the Hamiltonian H1 on
L2(R1) is dened as H1 := H0 + V (x), then the wave operators U exist and are complete,
i.e. Ran(U) = L2ac(H1), where L2ac(H1) is a subspace in L2(R1), similarly dened as
Hac(H) just before Theorem 4.3 . As in the same way for Putnam’s theorem, by the use
of the wave operators U dened for H0 and H1 in this Kato’s theorem, we can dene
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the operators T1, := UT0U on L
2
ac(H1) and their domains, Dom(T1,) := UDom(T0).
Then they are symmetric operators on L2ac(H1), and satisfy
T1,e−itH1,ac = e−itH1,ac (T1, + t) .
H1,ac is dened as H1,ac := H1jL2ac(H1) = UH0U, and is called the (spectrally) absolutely
continuous part of H1 [11]. By the unitary equivalence, Example 3 is also valid for the pair
T1, and H1,ac. We can not, however, extend these T1, to the densely dened symmetric
operators on L2(R1), so that they satisfy the T1,-weak WR with H1, when H1 has a point
spectrum, i.e. L2pp(H1) 6= f0g. This is because such an extension contradicts Corollary 4.4.
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Analyzing the T -weak Weyl relation (T -weak WR) in Eq. (4), and obtaining several
statements about the time operator, we have seen that the Aharonov-Bohm time operator
T0 in Eq. (1) is characterized by the T0-weak WR in Eq. (11). We have, in particular,
recognized the fact that the time operator is deeply connected to the survival probability.
In relation to this considerable connection, we would like, rst, to revisit the inequality (6)
in Theorem 4.1, Theorem 4.3, and their implications.
The inequality (6) is important to bring us a possibility of understanding the time op-
erator from the two dierent points. The rst point is related to the measurement of the
survival probability. Since the inequality (19) derived from the inequality (6) gives the quan-
titative relation between the standard deviation of the time operator T0 and the maximum
half-time of the survival probability in the 1DFPS, we may associate the time operator in
quantum systems, with both the real and theoretical measurements of the survival proba-
bility. Another point is related to the connection with the dynamics of quantum systems.
In order to see this possibility, we may refer to Theorem 4.3 which is one of the applications
of the inequality (6). This statement is consistent with the observation in Sec. VI. This
fact implies a possibility of associating the time operator, with the scattering state and its
dynamics.
As a remark on Theorem 4.3, the following suggestion by Putnam should be recalled, that
is, the existence of the absolutely continuous part of the Hamiltonian can be infered from
the behavior of specic observables [17]. He considered the following system, in which there
is a self-adjoint operator A0 satisfying At = A0 + tI, 8t 2 R1, where At := eitHA0e−itH
and H is the Hamiltonian for this system. He showed that H must be absolutely continuous
(note that this is the case to which the last statement in Proposition 2.1 is applicable). The
essence of its proof, that is, the uniqueness of the spectral resolution of A0, also implies
that if A0 is maximally symmetric (not necessarily self-adjoint), H must be absolutely
continuous. Because A0 is uniquely represented by the generalized resolution of identity
[18]. In this context, Theorem 4.3 is a generalization of the above statement by Putnam, to
non-maximally symmetric operators, although it is not clear whether the singular continuous
part of H does not exist. We would like to emphasize however that, in Theorem 4.3, the
existence of the absolutely continuous and/or singular continuous part of the Hamiltonian
can be understood from the behavior of the survival probability, in a natural way.
The question about minimum-uncertainty states, which resulted in Theorem 5.1, is moti-
vated by the following result by Kobe [2],
lim




where φn (n  2) is dened as in Example 1. Note however, that φn does not converge in
L2-norm, as n!1. This Kobe’s result implies the absence of minimum-uncertainty states.
It should be notied that the absence of minimum-uncertainty states expresses a crucial
dierence between the Weyl relation and the T -weak WR.
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Our investigation of the time operator also aims to examine which quantum system can
allow the existence of the time operator consistently, and to consider the physical mean-
ing of the time operator by classifying such systems. A classication of physical systems
on the basis of particular operators (not necessary the time operator) was already tried in
the past. In particular, Prigogine [19], and Misra [20] considered the bounded operators,
called the Lyapounov variables in classical systems, such that their expectation values are
monotonically increasing functions of the time parameter t. It was shown that the condition
of mixing is necessary and the property of being K-flow is sucient, for the existence of
the Lyapounov variables. This is also true for the existence of the time operator, which is
canonically conjugate to the absolutely continuous part of the Liouville operator, in classi-
cal systems. In comparison with this classication, our classication in quantum systems
based on the time operator, which is canonically conjugate to the Hamiltonian, seems to be
somewhat dierent, as long as our results, especially Theorem 4.3, concern. This dierence
probably originates in the fact that the generator of the time evolution operator and the
energy observable are represented by the same Hamiltonian operator in quantum mechanics,
while the Liouville operator plays the role of generator of the time evolution only [19].
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